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Phi Eta Sigma was organized in 1923 at the University of Illinois. Salisbury University was added as the 237th chapter. A national college scholastic honor society for freshmen, Phi Eta Sigma encourages and rewards scholastic attainment in institutions of higher learning throughout the United States.

The newly inducted students listed herein earned a cumulative grade-point average of 3.5 or above at the end of their freshman year at Salisbury University.
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Emily Alessandrini
Jude Al-Hamad
Sedrat Baba
Olivia Ballmann
Heather Beach
Gretchen Beemink
Zoe Bradshaw
Alexis Brockell
Devin Bunting
Kayla Camiscioli
Zachary Cohen
Sydney Collins
Kelsea Corcoran
Melissa Crapanzano
Madison Darrah
Brianna Domenick
Autumn Dougherty
Clarissa Felix
Kara Grabdenstein
Kirsten Graham
Anthony Grauso
Grace Gulley
Katelyn Hancock
Sarah Hancock
Allison Hankey
Courtney Harris
Abigail Hayes
Katrina Hibdon
Andrew Hood
Travis Hruz
Jillian Hyland
Shehzeen Ijaz
Adam Insley
Hannah Jones
Riley Keener
Zachary Koehler
Kasey Lamb
Elizabeth Lanzi
Jamie Larson
Sarah Lester
Francis Lopez Chilel
Maranda Makuchal
Emily Marshall
Emily Masson
Kellan McAleer
Nathaniel McIntyre
Connor Morningred
Shannon Mulligan
Katherine Norman
Trevor Owens
Morgan Paradis
Sierra Payne
Marisa Pisapia
Lauren Plankey
Emellee Posada-Granados
Carrie Price
Susannah Randall
Grace Reissig
Kaia Rice
Philippa Roberts
Kacey Serio
Sydney Shumaker
Kaitlyn Stamp
Justin Steward
Layla Tiberio
Alison Todd
Jakob Todd
Jadah Tolbert
Mary Treacy
Sara Wanat
Andrew Wilson
Lindsey Windsor
Mark Zimmerman
Abigail Zsebedics